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ABSTRACT: Recommender Systems have evolved as an answer to information overload problem prevalent with online users, looking for relevant information out of a huge premise of content available online. Such systems are used to provide recommendations to the users guiding them towards items that match their interest areas and choice. News Recommendation is a specific research area under recommender systems where these systems are used to suggest news articles to the users that match their reading interests and personal preferences. However, news recommendation differs from traditional recommendation needs and concerns in many aspects. This paper surveys many such systems built over past few years, and tries to present the special challenges associated with news recommendation over the traditional model of recommendation. It also explores recommendation techniques that can be used to generate news recommendations for the users.
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I.INTRODUCTION

Due to tremendous and ever increasing growth of information sources available online, the World Wide Web is witnessing a rising demand of intelligent systems that can guide users to find relevant information for themselves. The challenge is to find the right content, something that will satisfy the current information needs or will match up their interest area and preferences [3]. Such systems have a rising demand in an environment where the amount of online information outshines any individual’s capability to survey it [4]. It is the criteria of personalized, interesting and preferred that separates the recommender systems from information retrieval systems or search engines [5]. The purpose of search engines is just to match the user query with the available items, information content etc and return the matching content ranked by the degree of match. Recommender systems are now an integral part of many e-commerce websites such as Amazon.com [1, 6]. A variety of approaches have been proposed for devising recommendations for users, like content-based, collaborative, knowledge-based etc. However, all of the known techniques have strengths and weaknesses [7, 8], and many researchers have chosen to combine these techniques in different ways leading to a hybrid method [9, 10] combining benefits of two approaches [11].

A typical area where recommender systems are gaining a lot of importance is the news industry, where news access patterns are changing and getting modernized with the advancements in technology and the ease to browse World Wide Web. Many news sources and agencies have introduced online news access portals which users can access anytime, anywhere to browse through latest news updates. This helps them to stay updated about the latest developments around them without any time delay. However, challenge remains the same or even gets bigger than the other domains i.e. to find the right and relevant content. Browsing these online news sources, users are looking for interesting, latest news amongst a huge number of articles available, something that matches their reading interests and can keep them busy. To
attract a good amount of users to their websites, online news sources are increasingly employing recommender systems to improve user experience on their sites. Recommender systems are required to identify individual preferences and reading interest areas of users to present personalized tailored updates to them [12, 13].

II. CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH NEWS RECOMMENDATION

News article recommendation differs in several ways from other well-known purposes of recommender systems such as the ones for books, movies, music etc.

1. Large volume of news articles makes this domain different from other types of content available online. News articles tend to be in flood within a short period of time, requiring much more computation for recommendation [14, 15, 16, 17, 18],

2. Popularity of news articles changes dramatically along with the time, which differentiates news articles from other items like books, movies etc. Such quick changes in product’s demand makes traditional recommendation methods ineffective,

3. Many news articles describe the occurrence of specific events; consist of updates about specific person, place or objects. Users may like such articles due to some special liking about the special topic but recommender systems can barely predict such preferences,

4. Recommendation techniques commonly suffer from cold start problem, which talks about generating recommendations when sufficient information is not available about products to be recommended or about users for whom recommendations are to be generated. Many times there are a lot of new articles which are being read first time, for whom ratings are not available. Also, news portals at times avoid asking users to login before reading news articles. Hence, there is a large fraction of users who appear to be cold start users [19, 15, 20, 16, 21],

5. News providers generally do not require users to create their user profiles and users consume news articles anonymously. Therefore, news recommender systems have to cope without explicit user profiles,

6. Freshness of news articles at times holds an important mark making latest news more important than relevant one. Breaking or trendy news might get a high attention from user even though it appears to be completely unrelated to the user profiles [22],

7. News articles are typically published in a rather unstructured format [18]. The unstructured format of a news story makes it more difficult to analyze than other objects with structured properties,

8. News items typically have short shelf lives. For example, few readers will be interested in weather updates of last two days; few cricket fans will be concerned with the scores of tournament that completed two days ago. In contrast, the shelf lives of products like books and movies extend several months or even years.

9. Similarity between news articles does not necessarily reflect their relatedness. For instance, two news articles might share a majority of words; still their actual topic could be very different [23].

III. NEWS CATEGORIES

News categorization is common these days in almost all prevalent news sources like news websites, smart phone news applications etc. They classify new articles/headlines into predefined categories like Business, Sports, Technology, Health, and Politics etc. This is helpful for users looking for specific category news as they can directly access the relevant article as per their interests. This section describes Subject Reference System (SRS) to explain one of the standards used for news categorization.

International Press Telecommunications Council (IPTC), an international organization that is primarily focused on developing and publishing Industry Standards for the interchange of news data, jointly with the newspaper Association of America, has developed a coding system called Subject Reference System (SRS) [24]. The system is designed to categorize news material by identifying the general content of a news object. This is done by using a three-level hierarchy where the top level is Subject; the second level is Subject Matter and the third level is Subject Detail. There are 17 top-level Subjects; secondary Subject Matter lists have been developed for each of these subjects. To date, third-
A unique eight-digit number is assigned to each entry in the three-level Subject hierarchy. This number is broken down as follows:

- The first two digits indicate the top-level Subject. The valid values are 01 through 17. (Leading zero is mandatory.)
- The next three digits indicate the Subject Matter. Default is 000, used when no Subject Matter is specified. The rest of the values (001-999) must be used in conjunction with a two-digit Subject number.
- The last three digits, when preceded by valid Subject and Subject Matter numbers, indicate Subject Detail.

Thus, all references are controlled by a fixed eight digit reference number, for example Arts, Culture and Entertainment (ACE) 01000000, Crime, Law and Justice (CLJ) 02000000, Disasters and Accidents (DIS) 03000000, etc.

IV. RELATED WORK

Many frameworks have been developed for news recommendation over the past few years. Some of them have used content based filtering; some are based on collaborative filtering or a combination of two recommendation techniques resulting in a hybrid approach to generate news recommendations for users. Researchers have also focused on creating and manipulating user profiles to capture users’ reading interests so as to track their dynamically changing reading interests. Users’ interests are generally classified as short term and long term interests. Short term interest usually is related to hot news events, breaking news, latest headlines etc., which changes quite frequently. However, long term interest often reflects actual user interests.

A combination of textual content analysis with machine learning techniques can be used to find similarity between information content and users’ interest areas. News Dude [25], WebMate [21], and SIFT [26] are examples of systems implementing this methodology.

News Dude is a system that compiles a personalized news program. Besides representing user’s short-term and long-term interests, it takes into account the news previously heard by the user to avoid presenting the same information twice. It reads news to users, supporting a series of feedback options such as “interesting”, “not interesting”, “I already know this”, etc.

WebMate is a tool that compiles information from a list of URLs that the user wants to monitor (e.g., newspaper home pages) or from the search results using popular engines. The information is selected by its accordance with a user profile, which represents their multiple interests using vectors of terms and their weights.

SIFT is an information filtering system that also models user’s interest topics using keyword vectors provided by the user which are updated automatically by relevance feedback.

LOGO [27] integrates the long term and short term reading preferences of users when recommending news items to them. Long term profile of a user is constructed based on a time sensitive weighting scheme [28] and the short-term profile by analysing the latest reading history of the user. Both of them can help determine the news recommendations for users.

Tan and Tee [29] presented a personalized news system named PIN. PIN retrieves and ranks news articles according to the user’s profile, which is initially defined by the user as a list of keywords and then learned from user feedback using neural network technology. When interacting with PIN, users provide explicit feedback by rating the articles.

Hochul Jeon, Taehwan Kim and Joongmin Choi [30] proposed a model for personalized information retrieval. Users’ information should be extracted to find out similarity between them and information should be recommended to users by similar user groups.
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A special purpose news browser for PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant), named WebClipping2, is implemented in [31]. WebClipping2 uses a Bayesian Classifier in order to calculate the probability that a specific article would be deemed interesting by the user. Rather than requiring users to provide explicit feedbacks, WebClipping2 observes the total reading time, number of lines read and some other characteristics of user behaviour to infer the user’s interests.

The system described in [32] focuses on the change of user preferences. In this system, user’s interests are modelled by a multi-layer tree with a dynamically changeable structure, the top layers of which are used to model user interests on fixed categories, and the bottom layers are for dynamic events. This model can track the user's reading behaviours on both fixed categories and dynamic events, and consequently capture the interest changes.

Another personal news agent, PVA [33], uses a proxy to collect user’s page clicks and the browsing time, in order to construct a personal view that reflects user interests. PVA is applied and evaluated to provide personalized news access.

Fikadu Gemechu, Zhang Yu and Liu Ting [34] proposed a framework in which a user profile module is incorporated as an integral component of information retrieval process so that results returned by traditional retrieval system are filtered based on the user’s profile to meet users’ specific information need.

Liang and Lai [35] proposed a time based approach to build user profiles from browsing behaviour, which took into account the time spent by the user on reading the articles and the recent user activities.

Lee, Liu and Cho [36] presented a formal framework and a method to automatically learn user interest based on past click history. The learned user interest is integrated in topic sensitive Page Rank to generate personalized ranking.

V. ANALYSIS

Many recommendation techniques have been used to build personalized news recommender systems like content based filtering, collaborative filtering, knowledge based methods or a combination of any two techniques giving a hybrid approach to recommendations. It has been observed that recommender systems built on hybrid approach are more successful than the ones based on a specific recommendation technique. This observation comes from the fact that specific requirements and challenges are associated with news recommendation. Simply identifying user preferences and choices at any given time is not sufficient for such systems. These systems should keep track of dynamic user requirements and tastes which changes quite frequently but at the same time gets reverted back to original preferences at times or may add up some special interests in user profiles. These changing interests can be classified as short term and long terms interests where short term interests generally relate to breaking news which keeps on changing, while long term interests reflects users’ actual interests. Tracking user profiles keeping in mind all these aspects is absolutely necessary for news recommender systems to work efficiently and effectively.

Asking and obtaining implicit or explicit user feedback can be another important factor for such systems. Although not many users like to invest time in this process, but feedback is important not just to identify user satisfaction level for generated recommendations but also to keep track of changing user preferences and interests.

Also, such systems should take care of peculiarities related with ‘news’ as an item to be recommended. Article recommendations should not repeat frequently, latest updates should be flashed first; if possible news categorical preferences should be taken care of, providing articles that are relevant to users’ reading interests, special events and occasions should be reported tracking user’s response to them etc. All these requirements make news recommendations different from traditional recommendation models and hence require combination of multiple techniques to efficiently address all the concerns associated.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper surveyed and reviewed news recommender systems built over the past few years, specific requirements, concerns associated with them, and different recommendation approaches used to build such systems. We tried to observe user concerns, behaviour and expectations from such systems and concluded that recommender systems that
can keep track of changing user requirements and can present recommendations after identifying user’s current reading interests are considered as helpful from user’s point of view. Also such systems should track which articles were recommended to users and when so that article recommendations do not repeat frequently and latest updates are flashed first to attract users.
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